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Executive Summary

Title: Simplifying Operational Design

Author: Major Terry W. Horton Jr., United States Marine Corps

Thesis: Operational Design offers Marine Corps planners with a holistic and systemic framework necessitated by the complexity of future war and conflict.

Discussion: The current Marine Corps Planning Process is intended to provide a universal method to planning military operations. However, MCPP has limitations within complex and ill-structured operational environments. Operational Design complements both functional and detailed planning, by providing a holistic conceptual framework that informs the process. While versions of operational design methods have been around for a long period of time, the different versions to include Israeli Systemic Operational Design and TRADOC’s version have proven too complicated and procedural for time constrained environments. Systems Theory and systems-thinking application aid planners to better understand the interconnected and complex environment of today and the future. The introduction of John Schmidt’s simplified and adaptive Operational Design methodology bridges the gap between the limitations of MCPP and future complex environments.

Conclusion: The end of large scale operations in Afghanistan marks an opportunity for the Marine Corps to indoctrinate operational design, further develop the methodology, and codify it within the planning process.
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Preface

In 2010 while serving as a battalion operations officer I was introduced to the concept of design through the publication of the MCWP 5-1, *The Marine Corps Planning Process*. MCWP 5-1 introduced design as a part of the planning process but left out what it was and how to “design.” I was intrigued by the idea of creative planning and began a cursory study. What I found was confusing and inaccessible, requiring formal training and education.

As I entered Command and Staff College I was interested in developing a deeper understanding of Operational Design so that I could use it as a planning tool. I began researching the topic in September 2011. It wasn’t until enrolling in LtGen Van Riper’s “Systems Theory” elective that I actually pieced together what it is all about. In reality design does not have to be difficult. Operational Design simply put is discourse. It brings together individuals and subject matter experts to collaborate through discussions.

I’d like to thank LtGen Paul Van Riper (ret.) for his guidance and mentorship. I’d also like to thank LtCol Shawn Callahan and David Major who both offered their guidance, expertise and perspectives. I’d also like to express my sincere appreciation to my MMS mentor, Dr. Robert Bruce, whose patience enabled the completion of this study.

Lastly, I thank my loving wife and family for their continued support and for allowing me to turn our dining room into a library.
Introduction:

As the United States emerges from more than a decade of the Global War on Terror, the Department of Defense, to include the Marine Corps, has a unique opportunity to evaluate, document and codify its counter insurgency tactics, techniques and procedures. This opportunity reminds military professionals of the post-Vietnam experience, and as such, presents a shift in the National Command Authority’s grand strategy. This in turn requires an examination of the operational approach required to satisfy national objectives. As such, the Department of Defense began posturing its total force to face economic challenges and maximizing capabilities to meet the national strategy. The U.S.’s operational approach extends beyond force structure, but also includes a requirement to conduct intellectual rigor towards the conceptual approach – the operational art – specifically, that future warfare will increasingly include the complexity of interactions between non-state, hybrid, and irregular actors. Operational design provides a holistic framework and methodology for operational planners and commanders to understand the future’s complex operating environment future in their effort to build an operational approach. Therefore, operational design is a necessary planning approach for the Marine Corps as it postures itself in preparation for future war and conflict.

This paper will provide a contextual background for operational design, for two reasons. First, to provide a basic understanding of systems theory – a key component of operational design – and secondly to explain operational design’s development and evolution as an explanation of the Marine Corps’ apprehension towards wholly adopting operational design within its planning process. As will be later discussed, many of the adopted operational design models are incredibly difficult to practice and thus inaccessible and too complicated for the majority of military planners. Lastly, this paper will reintroduce John Schmitt’s simplified
design process\textsuperscript{2} and provide a link between the design process and the operational approach as a recommended methodology for the Marine Corps.

**Why Operational Design:**

In 2012, Department of Defense and Marine Corps senior leadership published their vision and understanding of an increasingly complex operational environment. In 2012, the Secretary of Defense introduced the latest security strategy which stated, “For the foreseeable future, the United States will continue to take an active approach to countering threats by monitoring the activities of non-state threats worldwide, working with allies and partners to establish control over ungoverned territories, and directly striking the most dangerous groups and individuals when necessary.”\textsuperscript{3} In February 2012, the Commandant of the Marine Corps addressed the House Armed Services Committee testifying that the Marine Corps is posturing itself as the “middle weight” force; capable of responding to crisis within the world’s littorals and across the spectrum of operations.\textsuperscript{4} The Commandant defines the emerging global environment when he describes, “two parallel worlds exist on this planet a stable progressively growing, developing world and an unstable, disintegrating chaotic world. These two worlds are colliding.”\textsuperscript{5} This view is shared with U.S. Army, who anticipates that the future operational environment will present persistent conflict that is complex, multidimensional, and increasingly fought among the people. The operational approach during the Global War on Terror relied upon the U.S. military’s technological advances, specifically precision munitions. The U.S. sought to separate populations from the battlefield equation but instead focused on engaging and destroying our enemies. In order to fight and win future engagements, the U.S. must recognize that people and populations are frequently part of the terrain and their support is a principal determinant of success in future irregular conflicts.\textsuperscript{6}
The complex operational environment described in current national security documents does not present itself as a series of problems waiting to be solved. Rather the operational environment challenges operational planners to understand the impact of strategic, operational and tactical decisions and their effects within the operating environment. To do so requires constant review of the situation, developing action as it is relevant to the ever changing dynamics of the operating environment. Gaining a more nuanced and deep understanding of the problems, more effective decisions and initial actions, and an effective operational approach which will include the full range of instruments of national power to affect such change.7 To further develop an understanding of a complex and highly interactive operational environment, British military historian John Terraine stated that, “Modern warfare resembles a spider’s web -- everything connects, longitudinally or laterally, to everything else; there are no ‘independent strategies, no watertight compartments, nor can there be.’”8 Terraine’s spider web metaphor reflects the complex, highly interactive operating environment that appropriately should be analyzed through a systems based approach. As previously mentioned, an interwar period presents the Marine Corps the opportunity to advance an organizational understanding of Operational Design and expand incorporation within doctrine.

An Introduction to Design:

Operational Design complements functional and detailed planning. It does not replace these crucial elements of planning, but rather provides the conceptual framework to conduct the latter steps of planning. Operational Design promotes creativity and creative solutions through inclusivity of subject matter experts. Lastly it is an iterative and flexible process which allows planners to return to previous steps or discourses in order to integrate new information as the operational environment develops or changes.
Defining Operational Design, Systems Theory, and Adaptive Systems:

Operational Design requires a basic comprehension of Systems Theory to include the fundamental aspects of adaptive complex systems. Biologist Ludwig von Bertalanffy proposed Systems Theory in the 1940s. Bertalanffy introduced this theory for two reasons; first, as a reaction to the trend in reductionism prevalent across the greater scientific community and secondly to unify the disparate disciplines and fields of study as a means to explore and study the natural universe. He emphasized that real systems (like the universe) are open to, and interact with, their environments, and that they can acquire qualitatively new properties through emergence, resulting in continual evolution. Rather than reducing an entity (e.g. the human body) to the properties of its parts or elements (e.g. organs or cells), systems theory focuses on the arrangement of and relations between the parts which connect them into a whole. This particular organization determines a system, which is independent of the concrete substance of the elements (e.g. particles, cells, transistors, people, etc.). Thus, the same concepts and principles of organization underlie the separate disciplines (physics, biology, sociology, etc.), and provides a basis for their unification. Figure 1 below provides a basic illustration of Systems Theory, categorizing different examples within the range or levels of complexity and the scientific theory associated with each level.
Figure 1: General Systems Theory\textsuperscript{12}

The emerging interdisciplinary science of complex adaptive systems developed from the study of Systems Theory.\textsuperscript{13} A system is defined as a group of independent but interrelated elements comprising a unified whole.\textsuperscript{14} A complex system is comprised of multiple actors interconnected and interactive. The interconnected nature of the actors allows semi-autonomous decision making that determines behavior within general guidelines of the system.\textsuperscript{15} Complexity arises when these actors interact freely and in unanticipated ways. The result of the interactions and relationships within the system forms an emergent characteristic, making the system different than the sum of its individual parts, forming a higher order system.\textsuperscript{16} This environment is non-linear, and requires holistic study of the complete system.\textsuperscript{17} Adaptive systems naturally self-organize where individuals freely make decisions.\textsuperscript{18} The nonlinear interactions between the actors produce adaptive and emergent behavior and shift the system into a new state.

Design provides a basis to study adaptive complex systems and is an emerging system of logic that falls under modern organizational theories such as General Systems Theory, post-
modern philosophy, complexity theory, and organizational theories. Operational Design is the military application of design as a non-linear and iterative process that does not end once the solution has been identified. It allows for a greater understanding of a complex and interactive system to include warfare, and is a logical methodology that should be used to solve the most complex and interactive problems, such as found in irregular warfare.

**Decision Making Processes:**

In addition to understanding Systems Theory, the basics of decision making processes offer additional reasons to use Operational Design. Cognitive research psychologist Gary Klein introduced in the late 1990s the idea that problem sets fit within a range of interactive and structurally complex systems. Klein introduced three approaches to decision making – analytic, intuitive, and systemic approaches – whose application are best suited to either “tame” or “wicked” problems.

Klein further posited that the military has idealized an analytic approach formalized within both the Marine Corps Planning Process (MCPP) and Military Decision Making Process (MDMP). Klein argued that the analytic approach, “asserts that we must always generate options systematically, identify criteria for evaluating these options, assign weights to the evaluation criteria, rate each option on each criterion and tabulate the score to find the best option.” This mirrors the current steps of MCPP and MDMP. Klein however, argued that the results of this systematic approach is disappointing as the process is too time consuming and inflexible to changes in the operating environment. To Klein, military leaders are wholly suited to coping under time constraints and within dynamic conditions. Therefore, rather than reverting to an analytic process, his intent was to provide alternative techniques and a variety of decision strategies based on the situation and type of problem.
Klein’s second approach was based on rationale and described as analytic or systematic (not systemic). This approach, like the intuitive approach, applies to well-structured problems. The analytic approach reduces the problem to key components and is linear in nature and introduces multiple courses of action to determine an outcome. An example of this is a military commander planning a conventional military operation against a conventional force. In this construct, the commander’s lines of operation are physical or geographic in nature, and the commander is seeking to execute an operational maneuver with his force against the enemy. Under this construct, the commander may have multiple options, to include a penetration, maneuvering from the ground, air, or from the sea, or a blend of any of these domains. It is worth noting that this type of operation is complex but not necessarily ill-structured or wicked.

In addition to the analytic model, Klein offered two additional approaches to decision making. The intuitive approach to decision making was based on experience where situational assessment occurs based on a decision that “satisfices” the situation. A solution that satisfies is one that is not necessarily the best option but one that satisfies the minimum requirement for a problem. As Klein pointed out, an example of this is an experienced Brigade Commander examining a map, recognizing and selecting a specific location as an engagement site, despite being offered multiple alternatives by less experienced subordinates. The Brigade Commander quickly dismissed the alternatives, because his skill and experience generated the correct solution without generating additional options. In this example, the type of decision making is intuitive or recognition based. The Brigade Commander recognized the correct course of action based on his experience and determined the appropriate solution. Interestingly, Klein offered that the decision maker in this context may not recognize that a decision is being made, but rather the decision maker is merely reacting to the situation.
exhaustive study, he found that eighty-five percent of decisions are intuitive. Furthermore, this type of decision making naturally falls within a well-structured problem-set as the decision maker recognizes the situation and can therefore determine a solution based on their skill and experience.

The third decision making approach applies to structurally complex and ill-structured problems and is based on reasoning. Ill-structured or wicked problems are not readily understood. Wicked problems stem from complex and interactive situations. They require a holistic and systemic approach to enhance a more thorough understanding of the situation as a means to develop potential solutions. This decision making approach is based on naturalistic reasoning. An example of this is a commander planning a counter insurgency operation. In this type of model, the nature of the system is non-linear, with vicious cycles of nested networks. For a commander in this environment, he must first recognize that traditional approaches may not necessarily defeat the enemy. This environment may have traditional lines of operations (operational maneuver), logical lines of operations (governance, economic development, essential services), or a mixture of the two. It can be equated to the Three-Block War Concept developed by the Marine Corps in the 1990s. That is, that a military unit may be conducting full scale military operations, peacekeeping operations and humanitarian aid all within the same area of operation. It is within this ill-structured environment that Operational Design provides a structured but holistic approach.

**Systemic Operational Design**

Former Israeli Brigadier General Shimon Naveh first introduced operational design for military application in his book, *In Pursuit of Military Excellence: The Evolution of Operational Theory*. Naveh examined more than two centuries of historical case studies, tracing the
evolution and development of what was then in 1997 operational theory. Naveh called his methodology Systemic Operational Design (SOD). As a result of his findings, the Israel Defence Force (IDF) stood up the Operational Theory Research Institute (OTRI), a think tank and training center, under the direction of Naveh. The OTRI was responsible for developing SOD as a discipline, and educating the IDF officer corps. Naveh’s interest in the field began with his belief that there was a problem with the manner that the concept of campaign analysis and planning was understood, explained and applied.

Specifically, Naveh and the OTRI believed that the successful outcome of the 1973 Arab-Israeli War was a result of Israeli tactical expertise alone, while the Israelis lacked the requisite operational level acumen. As a result, Naveh pursued a historic examination of operational art in order to develop the IDF’s capacity toward the operational art of war.

Naveh defined Systemic Operational Design as the application of systems theory to operational art. SOD drew upon systemic rational to better understand the increasing complexity of Israel’s struggles with Hezbollah, Palestine, and other Middle Eastern actors. SOD’s holistic approach translated strategic direction and policy into operational level plans. SOD focused upon the relationships between entities within a system to develop rationale for systemic behaviors in an attempt to define the logic of the system. SOD facilitated a planning battle rhythm or cycle of: design, plan, act, and learn. This was accomplished through seven discourses, leading to a holistic design of an operation that would facilitate planning.

Philosophically, SOD accepts that planners can never fully understand the operational environment which is described as the system. Furthermore it accepts that planners cannot fully map the entire system. Therefore, each engagement between friendly forces and the enemy
offers an opportunity to learn. That is ongoing interactions with the enemy allow a detailed understanding and greater fidelity of the operational environment.\textsuperscript{40}

Theoretically, SOD originated from General Systems Theory, as previously described. To the un-initiated, SOD was a highly complicated model that is best summarized by Figure 2 below. To the well versed it is riddled with hundreds of steps and procedures, stooped in epistemological terminology, and remains extremely challenging to comprehend.

![Figure 2: Systemic Operational Design Discourses](image)

For American military planners, SOD was tremendously complex, requiring extensive study. As depicted in figure 2, the methodology is comprised of seven sets of structured frames, broken further into interrelated sub-components. To add to its complexity, Naveh’s use of epistemology as a basis of terminology further confused the student of SOD. Naveh himself admitted that intellectual rigor is required to understand SOD. As a part of this challenging planning model, Naveh required students of SOD to understand systems theory, chaos theory,
complexity theory as well as the ability to think in both traditional linear terms as well as non-linear and non-conventional terms.\textsuperscript{42}

The U.S. Army and TRADOC:

Colonel Robert Johnson, Director of the Futures Directorate of Training and Doctrine Command’s (TRADOC)s Army Concepts Integration Center, initiated the U.S. Army’s study of SOD in 2004. As a part of the Army’s Title 10 required 2005 planning exercise, Unified Quest, the Army’s School of Advanced Military Studies (SAMS) committed six students to study under Naveh. TRADOC began a careful examination and evaluation of Shimon Naveh’s ideas on Systemic Operational Design. That endeavor was later informed by a notable article, “Dilemmas in a General Theory of Planning” in\textit{Policy Sciences} (1973), by Horst W. J. Rittel and Melvin M. Webber. The result was a multi-year study and development of a U.S. Army Operational Design process similar to Systemic Operational Design’s in its prescriptive number of processes and complexity. It differed however; as it linked Operational Design to the Military Decision Making Process (MDMP) as a way of informing the analytical process of functional and detailed planning. TRADOC provided the next step in the Design lexicon, breaking its methodology into three core areas; the Environmental Frame (describes the operational environment), the Problem Frame (describes the problem) and the Design Concept (possible solutions). TRADOC’s “\textit{Art of Design}”, was codified as a 331-page student text for the Army’s School of Advanced Military Studies (SAMS). Unfortunately this text is not readily accessible or understandable to non SAMS graduates.

The Joint Staff and Effects Based Operations:

During the early 1990’s the U.S. military began looking specifically at systems based effects as a means to attack an enemy system. Effects-Based Operations (EBO) traced is origin
back to the Gulf War of 1991, and it is widely credited as the reason for the successful operations in Iraq during 1991. EBO incorporated the ideas of parallel attack, system shock, maneuver warfare and rapid dominance over the enemy. As an operational concept it utilized technological advances, to include guided precision weapon systems and highly advanced aerial platforms as a means to knock out enemy command and control and other key nodes in order to achieve rapid success and enemy capitulation.

Similar to SOD, EBO used elements of System Theory. However EBO used System of Systems Analysis (SoSA) which is a departure from SOD’s holistic approach. SOSA is an analytical process that examines a potential adversary and/or operational environment as a complex, adaptive system, including its structures, behavior, and capabilities to identify and assess critical factors and system interrelationships. Figure 3 below, taken from the Joint Effects Based Handbook provides the visual depiction of Effects Based Operations based on the Systems of a Systems Approach. EBO planners built nodal model of the operational environment, determine interconnected linkages which would then provide a center of gravity that would be targeted to achieve a specific effect.
Within this model the planning staff designed the construct of the operational system, within the key areas of a Political system, Military system, Economic system, Social System, Information System, and Infrastructure system (PMESII). Joint EBO planners then focused on nodes and linkages deemed necessary to achieve desired strategic and operational effects. Within this planning construct, key nodes that exert influence in numerous other sub-systems may have many or extremely intense links to other nodes. By reducing the system and identifying the key nodes, joint forces would direct kinetic action where prescribed with predictive results.

It is necessary to examine Effects Based Operations as a part of the development of operational design. EBO drew from systemic rationale, however distorted the intended purpose of operational design, developing creative solution sets using a holistic method of understanding...
a wicked problem within a complex environment. Additionally, EBO served as the Joint community’s planning model and principle Joint operational concept for more than twenty years. The primary problem with this model of design is its inherent reductionist basis. It suggests planners have the ability to reduce a system or operating environment to its core elements (political, military, economic, social, information, infrastructure), then assumes a particular action will have determined effects. This denies the basic principles of systems theory and more importantly denies an understanding of how an irregular environment behaves. Artificially bounding a system into a PMESII model and only analyzing its reduced subcomponents does not provide a holistic view of interactions. The system itself is non-linear and more complex than the artificial PMESII mental model. Furthermore, the joint EBO model ignores culture, language, religion, and geography; are all key components of any complex operating environment.

Reducing the enemy’s system to this narrow view may result in ignoring significant factors that do not neatly fit into these reduced factors. The driving criticism of this type of reductionism design process is that all actions create second and third order effects cascading within and across the overall system. Additionally, as system theory describes, systems are sensitive to initial conditions. Therefore, incorrect initial assumptions – even in minutia – may result in distinct and large differences in results.\(^{48}\) Lastly, this operational concept’s applicability only resonates within conventional warfare and fails to answer an IW environment to include COIN.

Operational Design prescribes creating mental models as a visual tool to help better understand an ill-structured problem, whereas SoSA and EBO create a nodal model as the
solution itself. The logical problem with this is that the model is truly artificial and thus does not accurately reflect the actual system or operational environment.

**The Joint Staff moves to Design:**

A year after assuming command of Joint Forces Command in 2008, General James Mattis issued a directive to his staff stating that: “Effective immediately, USJFCOM will no longer sponsor or export the concepts related to EBO, ONA and SoSA in our training, doctrine development and support of JPME.”49 Understanding design and its iterative nature, General Mattis directed a complete overhaul in operations, tasking Joint Forces Command to further develop design and incorporate it within joint doctrine. As a result, in September 2010, Joint Forces Command published *Pamphlet (PAM) 10: Design in Military Operations, A Primer for Joint Warfighters.* In its opening message to the reader, PAM 10 quotes General James Mattis, “Standard planning processes…have served us well to this point,” but qualifies, “commanders and staffs generally tend to use these processes mechanically, with a focus on procedural steps and details that obscure the importance of the underlying creative process required for design.”50 The publication provides a thorough design framework for a future Operational Design Planner’s Handbook that would be published at a later date. PAM’s authors incorporated parts of SOD and EBO but in no way endorsed either method.51 Specifically PAM 10 provided the following design components:52

- Frame the environment
- Frame the problem
- Develop the operational approach
- Document the results
- Reframe as required
These components combine the essence of operational design and meet the needs of planners. As PAM 10 described, the publication’s intent was to, “make sense of a complex environment, to aid in identifying and understanding problems in that environment, and to develop an approach that addresses those problems.” Furthermore, PAM 10 signaled a shift towards operational design as a lynchpin to planning throughout the services. This led to the Marine Corps’ 2009 review of operational design within the Marine Corps Planning Process.

The Marine Corps and Design:

   The Marine Corps MAGTF Staff Planning Team (MSTP) integrated portions of design during the most revision of MCWP 5-1, *The Marine Corps Planning Process*. Within it, MSTP transitioned the first step of planning from Mission Analysis to Problem Framing while introducing that design is the *Marine Corps Planning Process*. MCWP 5-1 committed one page to Operational Design, describing it as, “not prescriptive or a checklist, design is based on critical thinking, conceptual planning, visualization, emergence of a hypothesis, and continuous activity.” For Marine planners, MCWP 5-1 provided the first glimpse of design, but failed to provide a meaningful guide of a design process.

   During the revision of MCWP 5-1 in 2009, Lieutenant General Paul van Riper (ret.) was requested to critique the new publication. His critique noted that the Marine Corps’ over reliance on a mechanical, step-by-step process, that seeks multiple courses of action, fails to properly design or understand the situation that would require the planning process to be used. Furthermore, his critique sharply describes that the authors of MCWP 5-1, merely “tacked on half formed ideas of the design process.”

   Conceptually, the requirements for operational design is found within Marine Corps doctrine. Doctrinal publication MCDP 5, *Planning* describes:
When the problem is more complicated—involving a variety of factors—planning becomes essential. This is even more crucial when the problem is actually a complex set of interrelated problems, the solution to each of which affects all the others. If the situation is complex enough, planning may offer the only opportunity to deal with the complete set of problems as a whole.58

Although MCDP 5 describes that operational design is needed only a minor inclusion were incorporated within the newly revised MCWP 5-1. The reason for this may be found in the numerous criticisms of operational design.

Criticisms of Operational Design:

One of the major cases against operational design is the IDF’s application of SOD in 2006 against Hezbollah in Lebanon. While many blamed Israel’s lack of success on the poor translation of SOD into operations, the IDF overly relied on airpower, high technologies, and the application of Effects Based Operations similar to the former U.S. Joint operational concept.59 Proponents of SOD, specifically Naveh concluded that the IDF inappropriately blurred EBO and SOD.60 Naval War College Professor Milan Vego, a critic more so EBO than SOD, argued that the IDF fully embraced EBO at the expense of SOD. As a result the Israelis confronted the crisis in Lebanon with precision strikes against key infrastructure without fully appropriating the requisite ground forces.61 The Israelis essentially relied on targeting and their technological advantage (EBO) whereas the situation was more complex and ill-structured requiring a more holistic approach. Naveh himself explained the problem, indicting his own methodology in the process when he stated, “It is not easy to understand; my writing is not intended for ordinary mortals.”62 Regardless, the reputation of Naveh’s SOD doctrine suffered as its principles and concepts were perceived as failures in a real world operation. This in turn discredited operational design in general, as the multiple versions or brands of design are frequently
confused. In reality, the IDF executed EBO operations, but operational design was the perceived culprit.

Former Marine Corps School of Advanced Warfighting director Colonel Alex Vohr discussed operational design’s shortcomings in the Marine Corps Gazette in 2010 where he offered, “If design is practiced as a stand-alone effort, it appears to have the greatest application at the strategic level of war but is difficult to translate to tactical tasks or action.” He further describes that current warfare and planning revolve around time cycles to include fires and aviation cycles. Therefore from his perspective, the application of operational design does not lend itself well within a time constrained environment, nor does it fit within Marine Corps tactical or operational application. This argument has merit if the operational design process cannot be simplified to enable more rapid planning and reduce procedural steps that require technical expertise.

Another critique of Operational Design is the high level of education and training required to understand the procedural steps. Critics argue that there is a requirement for designers to understanding complex scientific theories, and consequently it “may not be accessible for those not well educated to employ it effectively.” Again, this critique has merit when looking at the lengthy and complicated versions found in SOD and TRADOC’s Operational Design methodology.

The Way Ahead:

The criticisms against Operational Design have merit and must be addressed for organizational acceptance within the Marine Corps. Simply stated, the Marine Corps needs a methodology that proves useful to the commander in a complex operating environment. Therefore, recommendations for the Marine Corps must address and introduce a simplified
methodology. In addition, education and codification within Marine Corps doctrine is required for organizational endorsement.

Planners using the Marine Corps Planning Process for are hindered by using analytic approaches alone. They require a more holistic and unconventional method to enhance their understanding of a complex situation and environment prior to conducting their detailed planning. The current conventional approach to war is reductionist and linear and is better suited for conventional warfare between states.

Technological innovations have emphasized the “science,” rather than the “art” component of warfare, touting that wars can be won using deterministic Newtonian cause-and-effect approaches that are enforced through technologically networked centricity.68 This is not the case. War, like ecosystems and economies, is a complex adaptive system. The interactive complexity that comprises such systems produces undeterminable outcomes and makes linear understanding impossible for the human mind.69

Success in complex adaptive war requires understanding of systems thinking and the ability to see wholes that result from interactive complexity – “seeing interrelationships…and processes of change rather than snapshots.”70 Without a systems thinking approach, military problem solving is largely based upon a linear cause-and-effect construct. This approach is suitable for problems “tame” in nature. That is, problems that lends themselves to predictive analysis result in a recognizable resolution to the problem. Unfortunately, without understanding the impact on the complete system as a whole, this type of linear problem-solving may lead to graver consequences.

If we accept that new, complex, and ill structured problems are likely to be found in future operational environments, we must acknowledge that they require holistic planning and
creative solutions. Fortunately, a simplified design model exists and has existed since 2004 when John Schmitt introduced an operational design methodology to the Marine Corps Combat Development Command.

**Design “Light”**

In 2004, the Marine Corps Combat Development Command contracted former Marine Officer and author John Schmitt to develop a conceptual approach to design. He submitted, “A Systemic Concept for Operational Design,” that provided an operational design methodology less prescriptive than SOD. Schmitt’s simplified approach incorporated key aspects of SOD, without mirroring the lock-step processes. Specifically, his methodology embraced discourse, using framed discussions as the means to enable an operational planning team to develop a better understanding of complex and ill-structured problems, and to develop better informed solutions. This methodology defined operational design as “the candid exchange of ideas without fear of retribution that results in a synthesis and a shared understanding.”

Schmitt further defined design as a “structured reasoning process.” The design process is creative by nature, and relies on open and interactive discussions (discourses) amongst the commander, subordinate commanders, planners and subject matter experts. Furthermore, this model requires mental agility, debating ideas within the planning team in order for the commander, his subordinate commanders and the staff to better understand the environment, interactive complexity, and subsequently determine an operational approach. The operational approach will inform the commander’s lines of operation (LOOs) conceptually, as the staff and subordinate commands conduct functional and detailed planning to flush out and the concepts into applicable tasks.

To do this, four discourses or discussions occur:
• Discourse 1: Develop an Understanding of the Situation
• Discourse 2: Develop a systems model(s)
• Discourse 3: Use the model(s) to gain additional insight
• Discourse 4: Propose Action

The first step includes developing a rich understanding of the situation from various perspectives. The next step includes developing system models to explain the existence and dynamics of the situation. The third step uses the models to gain additional insights into the situation. Again, this is another structured discussion based on the system models. The last step in this model of design is the proposal of actions to improve the situation again through meaningful group collaboration and discussion based on the system models. What emerges from the discourses is a meaningful understanding of the operational environment, translated as the commander’s narrative of the operation. The narrative informs the operational approach by the providing the commander’s conceptual understanding of the environment, his vision and proposed actions. The operational approach translates as the lines of operations, either functional or physical or potentially a combination of the two.

What is important to note is that the system model is simply a visual representation of how the planning team views and understands the system. It is artificial as it is impossible to perfectly represent the system, but it is a useful visualization tool for developing an understanding of actors and inter-relationships. Due to their complex visual representations, mental models such as the one provided in Figure 4 below are not easily translated to those outside the planning team.
What is important about creating the mental model is that it provides a visual representation of the operational environment as well as what was learned during the discourse.

Operational design provides is the holistic view of the operational environment, enabling synchronization across physical and logical lines. The iterative nature of operational design also provides the feedback mechanism to determine how the system (operating environment) reacted to effort, and re-designing as necessary. Furthermore, its less formal structure allows introduction of interagency partners and subject matter experts to the design in order to provide a deeper understanding of the problem and a synchronization or unity of interagency efforts along the logical lines of operation. This requires the Marine Corps’ to commit to reengaging this
topic with intellectual rigor and incorporate a thorough and descriptive design method within the

*Marine Corps Planning Process.*

As a part of introducing a simplified and flexible operational design method, such as Schmitt’s model of operational design within doctrine, the Marine Corps needs to educate its officer Corps. In keeping with the Commandant’s priority for education, the introduction of systems theory and operational design should be included in Career and Intermediate level schools. In 2012, the Marine Corps’ Intermediate Distance Education program codified a course lesson on operational design as a component of the Operational Art curriculum. This is a step in the right direction. The resident Command And Staff College curriculum currently provides Systems Theory (and operational design) as an elective as well as introduced Design as a method of planning as a part of its 2012 Counterinsurgency Exercise. However, formal instruction on operational design should be introduced within the Expeditionary Warfare School’s Marine Corps Planning Process courseware, and expanded at the Command and Staff College. Such instruction will better prepare company and field grade officers to use operational design as a part of the planning process.

**Conclusion:**

The current Marine Corps Planning Process is intended to provide a universal method for planning military operations. However, MCPP has limitations within complex and ill-structured operational environments. Operational design complements both functional and detailed planning, by providing a holistic conceptual framework that informs the process. While versions of Operational Design methods have been around for a long period of time, the different versions to include Systemic Operational Design and TRADOC’s version are too complicated and procedural for military officers and planners. It is important to understand that the recommended
operational design approach for the Marine Corps is not the Israeli Systematic Operational Design, TRADOC’s Operational Design, nor is it Effects Based Operations. The introduction of a simplified and adaptive operational design methodology bridges the gap between the limitations of MCPP and future complex environments. It is based on systems theory and systems-thinking aids planners in better understanding the interconnected and complex military environment. The end of large scale operations in Afghanistan marks an opportunity for the Marine Corps’ to indoctrinate Operational Design, further develop the methodology, and codify it within the planning process.
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